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Abcs Of Mathematics Baby
University
From the #1 science author for kids comes this next
installment in the best-selling Baby University series!
The ABCs of Oceanography introduces babies (and
grownups!) to a new scientific concept for each letter
of the alphabet. Written by an expert, this is the
perfect book for enlightening the next generation of
geniuses. Its never too early to become an
oceanographer!
A must-have alphabet board book set from the #1
Science author for kids, Chris Ferrie! With simple,
colorful explanations of complex STEM topics, this is
the perfect baby or toddler gift for your future genius!
Introduce babies and toddlers to basic concepts for
each letter of the alphabet with this four-book set:
ABCs of Space - Explore astronomy, space, and our
solar system from A to Z! ABCs of Mathematics-
Learn about addition, equations, and more with this
perfect primer for preschool math! ABCs of Physics-
Explain essential physics words like atom, quantum,
Eintstein, and Newton! ABCs of Science- Spark
curiosity in young scientists by exploring concepts
like amoebas, electrons, vaccines, and more! The
Baby University ABCs set offers four educational
board books for toddlers written by an expert. Each
book offers three levels of learning to encourage little
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scientists to explore and dive deeper into each
scientific concept. Its approach to early learning is
beloved by kids and grownups! This baby board
book set is the perfect way to introduce basic
scientific concepts and STEM to even the youngest
scientist and makes a wonderful newborn baby gift!
If you're looking for other STEM-minded baby toys,
books, and gifts, check out the full Baby University
series, including Quantum Physics for Babies,
Organic Chemistry for Babies, and 8 Little Planets.
My First Math Book is a vibrant and exciting way to
introduce babies and toddlers to simple math
symbols and equations. It is never too early to begin
developing your child's interest in and love for
mathematics.
The bestselling Baby University book series that
brought you ABCs of Space, Rocket Science for
Babies, and Quantum Physics for Babies is
expanding! Empower children with this educational
doctor book for kids so they can visit the doctor with
courage and curiosity! Every year, you go to the
doctor's office to make sure your body is working like
it should. A nurse and doctor will check almost every
part of you. They want to make sure you stay happy
and healthy. Written by leading medical experts,
Cara and Jon Florance, this doctor's visit book will
take the fear out of going to the doctor by breaking
down what and why a doctor does what he or she
does. My Doctor's Visit is the perfect book for nurses
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to read and makes a wonderful addition to other
special gifts for your little one, such as toy
stethoscopes for kids, doctor kits for toddlers, and
thermometers for babies. Give the gift of learning to
your little one with this baby and toddler doctor book
and help them feel confident about their next doctor's
visit!
A scientific twist on a beloved children's classic that's
sure to delight both parent and child! Scientist,
Scientist, Who do you see? I see Marie Curie in her
laboratory! The adored children's classic Brown
Bear, Brown Bear gets a nerdy makeover in this
science picture book by the #1 bestselling science
author for kids. Chris Ferrie! Young readers will
delight at taking a familiar text and poking fun at it all
while learning about scientists and how they
changed the world. Back matter includes brief
biographical information of the featured scientists.
This sweet baby scientist book parody is the perfect
inspiration for scientists of all ages! One of the best
books about scientists for kids of the year! Full of
scientific rhyming fun, Scientist, Scientist, Who Do
You See? features appearances by some of the
world's greatest scientists! From Albert Einstein to
Marie Curie and Ahmed Zewail, from Charles Darwin
to Chien-Shiung Wu and Grace Hopper... and more!
Books Are Weapons Books have wielded an
immense power for good and evil throughout the
history of the human race. Here is a thoughtful and
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probing discussion of sixteen of the most important
works of all time which influenced history,
economics, culture, civilization, and scientific thought
from the Renaissance to the present day. Such
widely different, but immensely powerful books as
Hitler’s Mein Kampf, which foreshadowed the death
and destruction of World War II, Harvey’s famous
volume on blood circulation which revolutionized
medical theory and treatment, Einstein’s theories on
relativity which opened the atomic age are clearly
described in this provocative and readable volume.
Dr. Downs, former President of the American Library
Association and head of the University of Illinois
Library, also shows the widespread and decisive
influence of other great works, including Newton’s
presentation of his discovery of the laws of gravity, a
cornerstone in scientific theory today, Darwin’s
Origin of Species which many churchmen thought
contradicted the Bible, Harriet Beecher Stowe’s
Uncle Tom’s Cabin which is considered one of the
major causes of the American Civil War, and
Freud’s Interpretation of Dreams, the great volume
from the man who revolutionized modern man’s
thoughts about himself. Altogether, here is a
fascinating presentation of books from many times
which shows the tremendous power of the printed
word on human development.
Fans of Chris Ferrie's Organic Chemistry for Babies,
Rocket Science for Babies, and Quantum Physics
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for Babies will love this introduction to the technology
behind Bitcoin for cryptologists of all ages! Help your
future genius become the smartest baby in the room!
It only takes a small spark to ignite a child's mind.
Full of scientific information from notable experts,
this is the perfect book to teach complex concepts in
a simple, engaging way. Blockchain for Babies is a
colorfully simple introduction to the technology
behind Bitcoin for cryptologists of all ages. After all,
it's never too early to become a scientist! If you're
looking for computer science baby books, computers
for babies, or baby computers, look no further!
Blockchain for Babies offers fun early learning for
your little scientist!
Fans of Chris Ferrie's ABCs of Science, ABCs of
Space, and Rocket Science for Babies will love this
introduction to biology for babies and toddlers! This
alphabetical installment of the Baby University baby
board book series is the perfect introduction to
science for infants and toddlers. It makes a
wonderful science baby gift for even the youngest
biologist. Give the gift of learning to your little one at
birthdays, baby showers, holidays, and beyond! A is
for Anatomy B is for Bacteria C is for Cell From
anatomy to zoology, the ABCs of Biology is a
colorfully simple introduction to STEM for babies and
toddlers to a new biology concept for every letter of
the alphabet. Written by two experts, each page in
this biology primer features multiple levels of text so
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the book grows along with your little biologist. If
you're looking for the perfect science toys for babies,
STEAM books for teachers, or a wonderful baby
board book to add to a special baby gift basket, look
no further! ABCs of Biology offers fun early learning
for your little scientist!
Chris Ferrie fans will love this perfect educational art
book for babies and toddlers featuring essential
STEAM words from the #1 Science author! Babies
and toddlers are curious and ready to learn!
Introduce them to art words that go beyond the
basics with this first 100 words baby board book.
From painting to photography, from music to theater,
from literature to history and more, this is the bright
and simple introduction to the smart words every
budding scholar needs! Surprise your special little
one at birthdays, baby showers, holidays, and
beyond with the amazing opportunity to discover with
this baby and toddler learning book! My First 100 Art
Words makes a wonderful addition to many other
gifts you may be searching for, such as baby first
birthday gifts for girls and boys, early development
toys for babies, baby learning games, gift sets for
babies and toddlers, and more!
This brand-new series will introduce and explore all
the different subjects your brilliant baby will soon
master! Your Brilliant Baby will love exploring all the
applications of math and where they can find it in
their daily lives, like learning what's hotter or colder,
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checking the score of the game, and seeing math in
skyscrapers, rocket ships, and more!
A timely and simple explanation of the science
behind germs, from the #1 science author for kids
Germ Theory for Babies is an engaging, basic
introduction for youngsters (and grownups!) to the
complex questions of what germs are and how they
spread. Full of scientific information and written by
experts, this newest installment of the Baby
University board book series is perfect for
enlightening the next generation of geniuses about
the science of germs. After all, it's never too early to
become a scientist!
Help your future genius become the smartest baby in
the room! Written by an expert, Optical Physics for
Babies is a colorfully simple introduction to the
principles of linear optics. Babies (and grownups!)
will learn the difference between reflection and
refraction and why both are necessary to create
wonderful things like rainbows. With a tongue-in-
cheek approach that adults will love, this installment
of the Baby University board book series is the
perfect way to introduce basic concepts to even the
youngest scientists. After all, it's never too early to
become a physicist! Baby University: It only takes a
small spark to ignite a child's mind.
This alphabetical installment of the Baby University
series is the perfect introduction for even the
youngest astronomers! The ABCs of Space is a
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colorfully simple introduction for babies--and
grownups--to a new astronomical concept for every
letter of the alphabet. Written by an expert, each
page in this mathematical primer features multiple
levels of text so the book grows along with your little
mathematician. Also in the Baby University Series:
ABCs of Science ABCs of Physics Astrophysics for
Babies Baby University: It only takes a small spark to
ignite a child's mind.
Written by a doctor, Cardiology for Babies offers a
perfect introduction to the wonders of the human
body. This interactive board book teaches little ones
about the heart, one of the body’s most vital organs,
and the role it plays in maintaining life. Through
words and pictures, this book for children captures
the imagination, stimulates curiosity, and facilitates a
love for science in the next generation.
It only takes a small spark to ignite a child's mind!
The ABCs of Economicsintroduces babies (and
grownups!) to a new economic concept for each
letter of the alphabet, from asymmetric, business
cycle, and capital, all the way to zero sum. With a
tongue-in-cheek approach that adults will love, this
installment of the Baby University board book series
is the perfect way to introduce basic concepts to
even the youngest economists.
"Quantum Computing for Babies is a colorfully
simple introduction to the magical world of quantum
computers. Babies (and grownups!) will discover the
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difference between bits and qubits and how quantum
computers will change our future"--
A timely and simple explanation of the science
behind pandemics, from the #1 science author for
kids Pandemics for Babies is an engaging, basic
introduction for youngsters (and grownups!) to the
complex concepts like transmission, quarantine, and
social distancing. Full of scientific information and
written by experts, this newest installment of the
Baby University board book series is perfect for
enlightening the next generation of geniuses about
the science of pandemics. After all, it's never too
early to become a scientist!
Fans of Chris Ferrie's ABCs of Biology, ABCs of
Space, and ABCs of Physics will love this
introduction to engineering for babies and toddlers!
This alphabetical installment of the Baby University
baby board book series is the perfect introduction to
science for infants and toddlers. It makes a
wonderful science baby gift for even the youngest
engineer. Give the gift of learning to your little one at
birthdays, baby showers, holidays, and beyond! A is
for Amplifier B is for Battery C is for Carnot Engine
From amplifier to zoning, the ABCs of Engineering is
a colorfully simple introduction to STEM for babies
and toddlers to a new engineering concept for every
letter of the alphabet. Written by two experts, each
page in this engineering primer features multiple
levels of text so the book grows along with your little
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engineer. If you're looking for the perfect STEAM
book for teachers, science toys for babies, or
engineer toys for kids, look no further! ABCs of
Engineering offers fun early learning for your little
scientist!
From the #1 science author for kids comes this next
installment in the best-selling Baby University series! Climate
Change for Babies introduces babies (and grownups!)
answers the question so many people have: what is climate
change and what are we doing about it? Written by an expert,
this is the perfect book for enlightening the next generation of
geniuses. Its never too early to become a scientist!
Fans of Chris Ferrie's Rocket Science for Babies, Quantum
Physics for Babies, and 8 Little Planets will love this
introduction to organic chemistry for babies and toddlers! It
only takes a small spark to ignite a child's mind. Written by an
expert, Organic Chemistry for Babies is a colorfully simple
introduction to the structure of organic, carbon-containing
compounds and materials. Gift your special little one the
opportunity to learn with this perfect science baby gift and
help them be one step ahead of pre-med students! With a
tongue-in-cheek approach that adults will love, this
installment of the Baby University baby board book series is
the perfect way to introduce STEM concepts for babies and
toddlers. After all, it's never too early to become an organic
chemist! If you're looking for the perfect STEAM book for
teachers, science toys for babies, or chemistry toys for kids,
look no further! Organic Chemistry for Babies offers fun early
learning for your little scientist!
Help your future genius become the smartest baby in the
room! Written by an expert, Newtonian Physics for Babies is a
colorfully simple introduction to Newton's laws of motion.
Babies (and grownups!) will learn all about mass,
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acceleration, the force of gravity, and more. With a tongue-in-
cheek approach that adults will love, this installment of the
Baby University board book series is the perfect way to
introduce basic concepts to even the youngest scientists.
After all, it's never too early to become a physicist!
Fans of Chris Ferrie's ABCs of Science, Organic Chemistry
for Babies, and Quantum Physics for Babies will love this
introduction to Einstein's most famous theory! Help your
future genius become the smartest baby in the room! It only
takes a small spark to ignite a child's mind. Written by an
expert, General Relativity for Babies is a colorfully simple
introduction to Einstein's most famous theory. Babies (and
grownups!) will learn all about black holes, gravitational
waves, and more. With a tongue-in-cheek approach that
adults will love, this installment of the Baby University board
book series is the perfect way to introduce basic concepts to
even the youngest scientists. After all, it's never too early to
become a quantum physicist! If you're looking for books
similar to Baby Loves Science by Ruth Spiro, quantum
information for babies, or infant science books, look no
further! General Relativity for Babies offers fun early learning
for your little quantum physicist!
Fans of Chris Ferrie's Quantum Physics for Babies, ABCs of
Science, and Organic Chemistry for Babies will love this
introduction to evolutionary biology for babies and toddlers!
Help your future genius become the smartest baby in the
room! It only takes a small spark to ignite a child's mind.
Written by an expert, Evolution for Babies is a colorfully
simple introduction to evolutionary biology. Babies (and
grownups!) will learn how organisms mutate, evolve, and
survive. Co-written by Cara Florance, who has a PhD in
Biochemistry and a BS in Chemistry with work experience in
astrobiololgy and radiation decontamination. With a tongue-in-
cheek approach that adults will love, this installment of the
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Baby University board book series is the perfect way to
introduce basic concepts to even the youngest scientists.
After all, it's never too early to become a scientist! If you're
looking for the perfect science baby gifts, science for babies,
or evolution for kids, look no further! Evolution for Babies
offers fun early learning for your little scientist!
ABCs of MathematicsSourcebooks, Inc.
Fans of Chris Ferrie's Rocket Science for Babies,
Astrophysics for Babies, and 8 Little Planets will love this
introduction to the basic principles of probability for babies
and toddlers! Help your future genius become the smartest
baby in the room! It only takes a small spark to ignite a child's
mind. If you took a bite out of a cookie and that bite has no
candy in it, what is the probability that bite came from a candy
cookie or a cookie with no candy? You and baby will find out
the probability and discover it through different types of
distribution. Yet another Baby University board book full of
simple explanations of complex ideas written by an expert for
your future genius! If you're looking for baby math books,
probability for kids, or more Baby University board books to
surprise your little one, look no further! Bayesian Probability
for Babies offers fun early learning for your little scientist!
Help your future genius become the smartest baby in the
room! Written by an expert, Statistical Physics for Babies is a
colorfully simple introduction to the second law of
thermodynamics. Babies (and grownups!) will learn all about
entropy, probability, and more. With a tongue-in-cheek
approach that adults will love, this installment of the Baby
University board book series is the perfect way to introduce
basic concepts to even the youngest scientists. After all, it's
never too early to become a scientist! Baby University: It only
takes a small spark to ignite a child's mind.
In the vein of Goodnight Moon, say "goodnight" to your lab in
this picture book parody of a beloved classic. Perfect for
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scientists of all ages! It's been a long day at the lab for this
scientist. Now it's time to say goodnight! Goodnight laser
Goodnight notebook Goodnight picture of Einstein with a
stern look While poking fun at the clutter and chaos of lab life,
scientists of all ages will appreciate ending their day with this
sweet parody. They'll be rested and ready to return to the
world of research in the morning! This scientific parody book
in the style of Goodnight Moon is a delight for little lab girls
and guys. Goodnight Lab is written by Chris Ferrie, author of
Quantum Physics for Babies and other books in the Baby
University series. Parents and kids both will love the accurate
descriptions of all the quirks of grownup laboratories. Readers
who love the Lab Girl book or Nerdy Babies will adore this
humorous and educational book for kids. This book is the
perfect solution if you're looking for science baby gifts and
physics gifts for curious kids.
Chris Ferrie's bestselling scientific series is expanding! It
only takes a small spark to ignite a child's mind! The
ABCs of Oceanography introduces babies (and
grownups!) to a new oceangraphic concept for each
letter of the alphabet. From algae, beachrock, and
current all the way to zooplankton. It's never too early to
become an ocean explorer! With scientific information
from experts, this is the perfect book for enlightening the
next generation of geniuses.
Fans of Chris Ferrie's ABCs of Biology, ABCs of Space,
and Quantum Physics for Babies will love this
introduction to aerospace engineering for babies and
toddlers! Help your future genius become the smartest
baby in the room! It only takes a small spark to ignite a
child's mind. Written by an expert, Rocket Science for
Babies is a colorfully simple introduction to aerospace
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engineering. Babies (and grownups!) will learn about the
basics of how lift and thrust make things fly. With a
tongue-in-cheek approach that adults will love, this
installment of the Baby University board book series is
the perfect way to introduce basic concepts to even the
youngest scientists. After all, it's never too early to
become a rocket scientist! If you're looking for engineer
board books, infant science books, or more Baby
University board books to surprise your little one, look no
further! Rocket Science for Babies offers fun early
learning for your little scientist!
Big, brainy science for the littlest listeners. Accurate
enough to satisfy an expert, yet simple enough for baby,
this clever board book showcases the use of logic,
sequence, and patterns to solve problems. Can Baby
think like a coder to fix her train? Beautiful, visually
stimulating illustrations complement age-appropriate
language to encourage baby's sense of wonder. Parents
and caregivers may learn a thing or two, as well!
Author's Note: The goal of the Baby Loves Science
books is to introduce STEM topics in a developmentally
appropriate way. As a precursor to learning programming
languages and syntax, Baby Loves Coding presents the
concepts of sequencing, problem solving, cause and
effect, and thinking step-by-step. Practicing these skills
early creates a solid foundation for reading, writing, math
and eventually, programming.
Fans of Chris Ferrie's ABCs of Space, ABCs of Physics,
and General Relativity for Babies will love this
introduction to science for babies and toddlers! It only
takes a small spark to ignite a child's mind. This
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alphabetical installment of the Baby University baby
board book series is the perfect introduction to science
for infants and toddlers. It makes a wonderful science
baby gift for even the youngest scientist. Give the gift of
learning to your little one at birthdays, baby showers,
holidays, and beyond! A is for Amoeba B is for Bond C is
for Conductor From amoeba to zygote, ABCs of Science
is a colorfully simple introduction for babies—and
grownups—to a new science concept for every letter of
the alphabet. Written by an expert, each page in this
baby and toddler science book features multiple levels of
text so the book grows along with your little scientist. If
you're looking for the perfect STEAM book for teachers
or science toys for babies, look no further! ABCs of
Science offers fun early learning for your little scientist!
Finally, a scientific series that treats babies like the
geniuses they are! With scientific and mathematical
information from an expert, this is the perfect book for
the next Einstein. Written by an expert, Quantum
Entanglement for Babies is a colorfully simple
introduction to one of nature's weirdest phenomenons.
Babies (and grownups!) will learn about the wild world of
quantum particles. With a tongue-in-cheek approach that
adults will love, this installment of the Baby University
board book series is the perfect way to introduce basic
concepts to even the youngest scientists. After all, it's
never too early to become a quantum physicist! Baby
University: It only takes a small spark to ignite a child's
mind.
Ages 0 to 3 years Quantum Physics for Babies by Chris
Ferrie is a colourfully simple introduction to the principle
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that gives quantum physics its name. Baby will find out
that energy is "quantized" and the weird world of atoms
never comes to a standstill. It is never too early to
become a quantum physicist! This is the first in a series
of books designed to stimulate your baby and introduce
them to the world of science. Also coming in May are: ?
Newtonian Physics for Babies ? General Relativity for
Babies ? Rocket Science for Babies
Foreword, By Thomas Hammarberg.
Fans of Chris Ferrie's ABCs of Economics, ABCs of
Space, and Organic Chemistry for Babies will love this
introduction to neural networks for babies and toddlers!
Help your future genius become the smartest baby in the
room! It only takes a small spark to ignite a child's mind.
Neural Networks for Babies by Chris Ferrie is a colorfully
simple introduction to the study of how machines and
computing systems are created in a way that was
inspired by the biological neural networks in animal and
human brains. With scientific and mathematical
information from an expert, this installment of the Baby
University board book series is the perfect book for
enlightening the next generation of geniuses. After all,
it's never too early to become a scientist! If you're looking
for programming for babies, coding for babies, or more
Baby University board books to surprise your little one,
look no further! Neural Networks for Babies offers fun
early learning for your little scientist!
Help your future genius become the smartest baby in the
room! Written by an expert, Quantum Information for
Babies is a colorfully simple introduction to one of the
fastest-growing areas of technology research. Babies
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(and grownups!) will learn all about qubits, information
systems, and more. With a tongue-in-cheek approach
that adults will love, this installment of the Baby
University board book series is the perfect way to
introduce basic concepts to even the youngest scientists.
After all, it's never too early to become a quantum
physicist! Baby University: It only takes a small spark to
ignite a child's mind.
This alphabetical installment of the Baby University
series is the perfect introduction for even the
youngest physicists! A is for Atom B is for Black Hole
C is for Charge From atom to zero-point energy, The
ABCs of Physics is a colorfully simple introduction
for babies—and grownups—to a new physics concept
for every letter of the alphabet. Written by an expert,
each page in this physics primer features multiple
levels of text so the book grows along with your little
scientist. Also in the Baby University Series: ABCs of
Science ABCs of Mathematics Rocket Science for
Babies Baby University: It only takes a small spark to
ignite a child's mind.
Help your future genius become the smartest baby in
the room by introducing them to robotics with the
next installment of the Baby University board book
series! Enjoy these simple explanations of complex
ideas for your future genius. The perfect robot baby
toy or baby engineering book for parents looking to
kick start their baby's learning! Robotics for Babies is
a colorful, simple introduction to the technology
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behind robots. This engineering board book is full of
scientific and mathematical information from experts
Dr. Sarah Kaiser and Chris Ferrie. Robotics for
Babies is the perfect book to teach complex robotics
concepts in a simple, engaging way. It's never too
early to become a scientist! Set the children in your
life on a lifelong path to learning with the next
incredible installment of the Baby University board
book series. Other Baby University titles include:
Quantum Physics for Babies Rocket Science for
Babies and many more!
Help your future genius become the smartest baby in
the room! If you're looking for toddler homeschooling
books similar to Baby Loves Quantum Physics then
you'll love Nuclear Physics for Babies, the next
installment of the Baby University board book series
by Chris Ferrie! Written by industry experts, Nuclear
Physics for Babies is a colorfully simple introduction
to what goes on in the center of atoms. Babies (and
grownups!) will learn all about the nucleus and the
amazing process of nuclear decay. Co-written by
Cara Florance, who has a PhD in Biochemistry and
a BS in Chemistry with work experience in
astrobiololgy and radiation decontamination. With a
tongue-in-cheek approach that adults will love, this
physics for babies installment of the Baby University
board book series is the perfect way to introduce
basic concepts to even the youngest scientists. After
all, it's never too early to become a nuclear physicist!
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Baby University: It only takes a small spark to ignite
a child's mind. Other Baby University titles include:
Quantum Physics for Babies Quantum Computing
for Babies Neural Networks for Babies Organic
Chemistry for Babies
Fans of Chris Ferrie's ABCs of Physics, Quantum
Physics for Babies, and General Relativity for Babies
will love this introduction to mathematics for babies
and toddlers! It only takes a small spark to ignite a
child's mind. This alphabetical installment of the
Baby University baby board book series is the
perfect introduction to mathematics for infants and
toddlers. It makes a wonderful math baby gift for
even the youngest mathematician. Give the gift of
learning to your little one at birthdays, baby showers,
holidays, and beyond! A is for Addition B is for Base
C is for Chord From addition to zero, ABCs of
Mathematics is a colorfully simple introduction for
babies—and grownups—to a new math concept for
every letter of the alphabet. Written by an expert,
each page in this mathematical primer features
multiple levels of text so the book grows along with
your little mathematician. If you're looking for the
perfect STEAM book for teachers, calculus books for
babies, or more Baby University books for your little
one, look no further! ABCs of Mathematics offers fun
early learning for your little mathematician!
This book has been considered important throughout
the human history, and so that this work is never
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forgotten we have made efforts in its preservation by
republishing this book in a modern format for present
and future generations. This whole book has been
reformatted, retyped and designed. These books are
not made of scanned copies of their original work
and hence the text is clear and readable.
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